Universities were an important site of Enlightenment improvement discourse and knowledge economies in the German-speaking lands and Scandinavia. Late eighteenth-century state building and scholars' expectations of their own 'usefulness' regarding these processes were closely intertwined. The life and publications of the German-speaking Danish naturalist Johann Christian Fabricius (1745-1808) are used here to understand contemporary debates on the state of education, political economy and the development of the sciences in relation to ideas about economic and social progress. Fabricius was professor for 'oeconomics, cameral sciences and natural history' at Kiel University for more than 30 years, from 1775 to 1808, and was one of the most outspoken writers on economic reform in Schleswig-Holstein and Denmark. Fabricius' suggestions for improvement involved directly addressing social categories as well as the re-organization of universities in form and curricular content. Fabricius was engaged in debates on how to best achieve the specific knowledge and skills considered useful for the emerging nation-state. The essay analyses Fabricius' interventions in these debates in the context of the contemporary development of the 'research university' around 1800.
INTRODUCTION
The close connection between governments and universities in the German-speaking lands as well as their ambiguous relationship is one of main topics in recent research on the development of the 'research university'. Studies by William Clark, Marian Füssel, Martin Gierl and Chad Wellmon have shown how the eighteenth century was a pivotal moment in the formation of this connection.
1 This literature also acknowledges that specific academic disciplines were especially important to political powers in the eighteenth century. Economics and the emerging 'hard sciences' produced the kinds of knowledge that seemed to have been instrumental in state building and the rise of knowledge economies. At the same time, scholars working in these fields argued that they could use their specific knowledge for governments to initiate reform projects. This is underlined by the fact that eighteenth-century authors used the German term Kenntnis more frequently than Wissen. Kenntnis carried a specific meaning that already involved tacit knowledge and practical experience with a strong connection to applicability. 2 Hence, terms such as 'usefulness' or similar terms, like 'applied' or 'practical', were employed constantly. Of course, no concord existed among scholars or between governments and scholars on how to best achieve the specific knowledge and skills considered useful for the emerging nation-state. Universities and their personnel were at the heart of these debates. My contribution to this special issue will analyse important concerns by looking at one specific actor and his academic career, as well as his writings.
The German-speaking Danish naturalist Johann Christian Fabricius (1745-1808) was professor for 'oeconomics, cameral sciences and natural history' at Kiel University for more than 30 years, from 1775 to 1808. Only two years before his appointment, Kiel University and the Duchy of Holstein had been incorporated into the Danish-Norwegian conglomerate state. Fabricius had been transferred from the University of Copenhagen and was one of the most outspoken writers on economic reform in Schleswig-Holstein and Denmark. As he travelled widely in Europe, he also commented extensively on the state of education, political economy and the development of the sciences of his time. 3 By looking at one of the lesser-studied proponents of the economic Enlightenment, specifically his views on 'useful knowledge' and academic education, this paper will enrich our knowledge about the connection of natural history practices to Enlightenment improvement discourse. The two are linked but have rarely been analysed together, especially concerning their pedagogical and material aspects. 4 This essay is inspired by a recent trend in German university history that focuses on the historical role of material aspects of knowledge formation in eighteenth-century academia. 5 For the German and Scandinavian context, the cameral sciences play an important role here. And although James van Horn Melton stressed the 'strong pedagogical undercurrent' of cameralism, his research focused almost exclusively on schools. Universities were only mentioned in passing. 6 Furthermore, the relationship between the cameral sciences and economic practices, as well as their relation to 'the state', is still very much debated. 7 While natural history played a decisive role in eighteenth-century debates and practices about university education, historians have only recently begun to take a closer look at this nexus. 8 Lisbet Koerner/Rausing's work on Linnaean cameralism as natural history serves as a key starting point for this line of inquiry. 9 Andre Wakefield, too, has reminded us that 'many of the most important cameral sciences were natural sciences'. 10 Looking beyond the central European case of the cameral sciences, Frederik Jonsson's work on the environmental history of economic theory also informs my endeavour. 11 This paper also builds on recent interest in the economies of universities. 12 Economies, however, will be understood in the broadest of senses: mirroring the early modern notion of 'oeconomy'. As Lissa Roberts has recently reminded us, we need to 'appreciate oeconomy as a dynamic whole, the interactive components of which were a variety of practices driven by contextually varied imaginaries of interdependent moral and material improvement'. 13 She and Simon Werrett have stressed that ideas of order and prudence played an important role in the knowledge economies of the early modern period. Their concept of 'sociomaterial interaction' will be used here to understand the relationship between oeconomy, the natural world and knowledge within the social realms in which these were negotiated.
Studying Johann Christian Fabricius' conceptual essays and career shows how the push for 'usefulness', specialization and the competition between the evolving disciplines came as much from within universities as from the governments that demanded it. What 'knowledge' or 'usefulness' and their relationship meant specifically for the actors involved was another matter altogether. Both were employed frequently, albeit with different emphases and trajectories. In any case, as Hans Erich Bödeker and Martin Gierl have stressed, the will to knowledge in the German Enlightenment was always under the imperative to render this knowledge useful. 15 Despite the ubiquity of notions of 'usefulness' in the eighteenth century, they have rarely been analysed in their rhetorical and social dimensions. 16 To paraphrase Steven Shapin, 'useful knowledge' was 'produced by people with bodies, situated in time, space, culture, and society, and struggling for credibility and authority'. 17 As with other fields of learning, 'useful knowledge' also affected the social world of people and their environment, as well as multiple other species who were the objects of this knowledge.
The example of Fabricius illustrates how notions of 'usefulness' in the late eighteenth century could still mean more than economic productivity, despite the emphasis on economic progress. Enlightenment patriotism played a central role here and this discourse often juxtaposed the patriotic burgher with the idle nobleman. 18 The religious, especially protestant, nature of the German and Scandinavian Enlightenments came into play here as well, with an explicit focus on deeds and vocation. However, historians have rarely analysed university professors and their particular role in this discourse. Academics' selfperception of their own 'usefulness' for the state, their own employment of this term and the corresponding notions regarding knowledge and pedagogy deserve closer attention. In an almost stereotypical way, one of Fabricius' maxims expressed this constellation of ideas perfectly: 'We do not only have to educate human beings (Menschen) but also reasonable, righteous citizens, we have to form (bilden) Christians.' 19 This sentence echoes sentiments well known to historians of the 'century of pedagogy' in Germanspeaking Europe and Scandinavia but its full meaning for the recent trend in enhancing the history of science into histories of knowledge is yet to be fully explored. 20 Bringing together a variety of aspects in the life and letters of a single actor will help us to understand the mechanics of the period's knowledge economies and their rhetoric as well as actual manifestations more fully. This micro-historical approach contextualizes Fabricius within contemporary debates on reform, improvement and the role of knowledge for society. Notions of usefulness and applicability and variations of both words are clearly at the centre in these debates. Fabricius used them repeatedly both in his lectures and publications and in his letters to the university administration. How he employed the term 'usefulness' depended on the respective context, of course. Yet, like many of his contemporaries, Johann Christian Fabricius was interested in reforming early modern education. He published several treatises on university reform and commented critically on the various education systems in the European countries he visited. Unlike some other advocates, however, he practised some of his reform ideas himself.
A USEFUL PROFESSOR Johann Christian Fabricius was born in Tønder, Denmark, in 1745. 21 He was the son of a district physician who would later hold important positions in the medical administration What is a useful university? of Denmark's capital, Copenhagen. After university sojourns at Copenhagen, Uppsala and Leipzig, he travelled to Britain and central Europe, before achieving a position in Copenhagen, as professor of economics at the natural history collection at Charlottenborg palace from 1768. Before giving his first lectures, the government allowed him to travel for another two years on full salary, and journeys became a recurring part of his life. After seven years at Copenhagen, Fabricius was appointed professor for 'oeconomics, cameral sciences and natural history' at Kiel University in 1775. 22 Fabricius' relocation to Kiel came not only with a full professorship but also with an increase in salary from 400 to 650 Reichstaler in total. 23 Before his Kiel appointment, the authorities had promised him additional support for infrastructure: the expansion of his natural history collection and the establishment of an economic garden. 24 He never received this support, which gave him repeated cause to petition the government. In all his petitions, he used two main arguments to convince the authorities: his growing reputation as the foremost European entomologist and the usefulness of his lessons in general, including the importance of the materials that made them so. Fame and the friendship of learned men all over Europe, as well as the students' appreciation of his teaching, also featured very prominently in both his autobiographical writings and his essays on political economy.
Fabricius was clearly in favour of the increasing demands for public recognition in late Enlightenment German universities. 25 Public and international recognition seemed to have been decisive factors for his appointment at Kiel in 1775, as he had published a new systematics of insect studies in the same year. Extensive academic travels to Britain, the Netherlands, France, Italy, Switzerland and the German lands had provided many important contacts but also a familiarity with the most important natural history collections. Fabricius had been instrumental in curating and systematizing the insect collections of Joseph Banks (1743-1820) and William Hunter (1718-1783) and he was immediately recognized as one of the most important authorities on insects in Europe. Accordingly, his status and situation improved continuously at the beginning of his career at Kiel. In 1788, the pro-chancellor, Johann Andreas Cramer -who had brought Fabricius to Kiel -praised Fabricius in a letter to the German Chancellery at Copenhagen as 'one of the most worthy, industrious and dynamic teachers who increases the university's fame by his publications and is regarded as very excellent abroad'. 26 Fabricius made use of these compliments in subsequent years whenever he needed to ask the authorities for financial support for his many travels and sabbaticals and for the infrastructure he was promised. His petitions, like those of his colleagues, followed the rules of early modern stratified society and the practices of dominion and communication between subjects and rulers in early modern Europe. 27 Professors and other university teachers had to follow the rules of early modern patronage in order to be successful. Notions of 'customs' or 'traditional rights' still played an important role and Christian virtues and moral arguments had much weight to carry. But Fabricius' correspondence with the state administration and his involvement in improvement projects also show the influence of contemporary innovation discourses and practices. The same holds true for the arguments in his essays, as will be shown later.
By his third year at Kiel, Fabricius had planned a journey to Norway and requested a stipend to do so. His letter to the government reflects his 'modern' attitude to teaching and the role of the university professor in the greater scheme of things. He argued that 'knowledge of the situation, the products and the institutions of the country is necessary to teach the economic sciences thoroughly, and utilizable for my fatherland'. 28 Economic utility, scientific progress
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and up-to-date teaching are the three most common rhetorical arguments that Fabricius employed in order to achieve his interests. These promised to be most successful in a state involved in the power struggles of Europe and with its own colonial projects.
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Interestingly, these arguments also feature prominently in the communication between the different bodies of government responsible for university matters. The university curator Detlev von Reventlow used them to support Fabricius' petition. 30 The German Chancellery itself echoed this reasoning and referred to an important concern of Enlightenment improvement politics. Fabricius' ventures were seen as directed towards the 'students' best interests and were promising because the supplicant's knowledge promised great utility'. 31 His appeals proved successful and the authorities financed Fabricius' journey with 200 Reichstaler. Fabricius' acknowledgment of this nexus and his fluency in the language of Enlightenment improvement and patriotism followed suit. He published a travel report on Norway and its title alone, Journey to Norway with remarks from natural history and economics, summarizes his and the authorities' focus on applied natural history and resource extraction. Fabricius also dedicated the report to the Danish prime minister, Ove Høegh-Guldberg. 32 It was internationally well received and also later translated into Dutch and French. 33 Sections appeared in collections of travel writing and specialized journals on technology. 34 The government must have been especially pleased with the review by perhaps the best-known of late eighteenth-century university cameralists, the Göttingen professor Johann Beckmann. He is usually credited as being the 'inventor' of technology as an academic subject and he reviewed Fabricius' travel report very positively. Beckmann explicitly praised the Danish government for supporting Fabricius' travels. For him, Denmark was an empire whose monarchs were used to spending substantial sums for 'processing useful knowledge (zur Bearbeitung nutzbarer Kenntnisse)'. 35 Beckmann recommended such support strongly and was sure that such journeys enabled teachers to apply their science even more usefully. As Beckmann was widely travelled too and gained much support from his own government, this review was certainly also written as a hint to the Hanoverian authorities to maintain their strong support and generous funding. 36 Fabricius was well regarded at Kiel and received an increase in salary in 1784. He also enjoyed many benefits, such as sabbaticals, which he used for further travel. Several issues concerning promotion and a lack of support, however, led him to resign from his university post in 1789. His resignation letter to the Danish government is a fascinating example of the rhetoric and contemporary discourse on 'useful knowledge'. 37 As Fabricius used the same term ('to pass over', Hintansetzung) for each of his grievances, it is remarkable how he combined the rhetorical use of traditional values of early modern universities, such as honour, with notions of productivity and fame, which had been coming to the forefront in the debates on academic knowledge and its distribution in the second half of the eighteenth century. He started off by complaining about how the government had neglected to support his discipline and ended with how his personal honour was offended when a younger professor had been given a larger salary. 38 Fabricius employed concerns about proper teaching, the reputation of the university and favouritism by mentioning the lack of or insufficient support. Professor Hirschfeld had received 'entire fields' for his tree nursery, but the plot which the government had offered him for his economic garden was only rubble. He rejected this because he would have been 'ashamed' to teach students there or show it to foreigners. Fabricius clearly addressed the authorities' pride here. Kiel seemed to be missing an important aspect of late eighteenth-century university propaganda. A well-equipped infrastructure, especially collections, could be used very successfully to make a university What is a useful university?
internationally known and to attract students. The University of Göttingen is the prime example in Enlightenment Germany. 39 Fabricius mentioned how vital travel was, precisely because the infrastructure in Kiel was insufficient. Travel was important in two ways: he needed to travel in order to keep up to date in his science (um nicht in meiner Wissenschaft zu veraltern) but also to divert his anger (um meinen Verdruß zu zerstreuen). In his book on university reform, Fabricius evoked Enlightenment notions of the connection between scholarly practices and the scholar's health. He claimed that scholars' bodies were especially sensible to 'true or imagined offence' and needed occasional recreation. Otherwise, their 'lectures became less useful and their conversations less instructive. 40 Clearly, this was autobiographical: in Fabricius' case, travel and the personal exchange between international colleagues played an important role in the development of his work. 41 Given the earlier support, it is perhaps surprising that his resignation was granted, and Fabricius did not hold back his pride and anger in his answer to the government's letter:
Why was I dragged to Kiel with so many promises that no one could or wanted to keep? . . . I never complained but I certainly always felt it. I have public as well as private evidence that I am known and esteemed in foreign lands, in France and England, in Italy and Russia. Only in my fatherland am I set back in all sorts of ways [. . .]. What remains to be done in such circumstances? The humble request for resignation was indeed not a fast and rushed resolution but an intention that sprouted in my soul for a long time and which flowered because of repeated disregard. 42 Of course, Fabricius had to admit that he was grateful for all the support he received from the government regarding his travels. Nonetheless, he stressed this was the only support he had ever received and that he had to take care of the main costs of these travels himself.
Then something rather extraordinary happened: 'The greater number of students in Kiel' petitioned the government to keep Fabricius at the university. 43 The students' petition is remarkable in its humility towards the government and its respect for their teacher and his achievements. Even more importantly, the students combined traditional and more contemporary virtues in order to make their argument. Claims that Fabricius had 'industriousness in teaching' 44 stood side by side with the assurance that 'the entire town is like us convinced of the virtue of his behaviour in every respect'. 45 Interestingly, the students also stressed that their respect for Fabricius was singular. It was something that not every professor could achieve, 'because many even very skilled ones did not achieve the love and the trust of the students'. 46 The students employed the whole canon of virtues and values of early modern stratified society, like honour and integrity, but also referred to industriousness and used a language that contained some emotional attachment. Their range of arguments included the classic common weal and the language of political patriarchy -both standards of early modern petitions -but also the language of Enlightenment patriotism and economic development:
Would it not be appropriate for the true best of the academy to keep a man who is so excellent in so many ways? Should the benefits for the Fatherland not be in accord especially if one believed the rumours that without his stay some hundred Reichstaler would go abroad? 47 The students therefore asked the Danish king to prevent Fabricius' departure from Kiel by his majesty's 'patriarchal right' ('landesväterlich zu verhüten').
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Patronage still played an important role, as can be seen in the government's letter to Fabricius informing him that his resignation was not accepted after all. Accompanying this letter was a note from the director of the German Chancellery in Copenhagen, Adolph Gotthard Carstens, in which he addressed Fabricius as his 'beloved friend'. 48 Fabricius almost admitted this close relationship to the government publicly in his autobiography written in 1801 but he did not forget to denounce the government for never realizing the initial promises: 'assurance was privately given me that no injustice was intended, and that at the earliest opportunity they would make amends for my disappointment, which, however, was never fulfilled'. 49 Fabricius stayed in Kiel and taught there until his death in 1808. At the end of his life, he had taught at the university for 33 years. Despite the moderate support he received from the government and the privileges he enjoyed, Fabricius did not shy away from uttering his discontent publicly. The autobiographical account in his essay on university reform ends with resignation: he had hoped to leave the university soon because 'with the current circumstances, my usefulness dwindled steadily'. 50 His colleagues realized this too or at least tried to gain support from the government for themselves by pointing out Fabricius' alleged shortcomings. On 4 November 1800, the 27-year-old Christoph Heinrich Pfaff, extraordinary professor for medicine, wrote to the university's curator, Friedrich von Reventlow. Pfaff had gained his professorship by Reventlow's patronage after he had been his private physician. Now he asked for a full professorship for natural history and a stipend to travel to Paris to train with the famous chemists there. To support the need for such a post and the stipend, Pfaff painted the situation for natural history instruction at Kiel in dramatic colours: 'The teacher for natural history, Prof. Fabricius, is often absent and continues his lectures merely mechanically. ' 51 Like Fabricius, however, Pfaff also complained about the lack of infrastructure and the need for laboratories, a botanic garden and a museum for natural history. The latter was established only after Fabricius' death, when his widow sold his collection to the university. 52 Paradoxically, Fabricius' greatest wish could only be realized after he had died and this in turn became an important asset for the university and the development of the biological sciences at Kiel in the nineteenth century. His absences from Kiel benefited another soon-to-be-famous naturalist: Henrik Steffens. Steffens had taken over Fabricius' natural history lectures while still a student at Kiel in 1796/1797. 53 In parallel with his exchanges with the Danish government, Fabricius reflected on the connections between Enlightenment improvement discourse, public support for university infrastructure and international exchange in his writings. As an 'inveterate traveller' himself, he repeatedly recommended scholarly travel. For him it was intrinsically linked to the formation and progression of knowledge, and was therefore always 'useful'. His travels also helped him to understand the situation at home when he compared it to what he had seen abroad. Public support for travel was instrumental to Fabricius. In his report on the state of the sciences in Russia, he mourned the decline of state-funded expeditions after the death of Grigory Grigoryevich Orlov, who had been influential in organizing the Russian exploration of Siberia and other parts of the Russian empire. Finally, Fabricius claimed that students could gain from travel and should receive travel grants:
Travel is beneficial to all young people. It increases their knowledge in many ways, frees them from the dust of school and brings knowledge of the world and human nature by What is a useful university?
acquainting the traveller with people of various kinds and various nations, which itself is useful and pleasant in daily life. 54 A USEFUL UNIVERSITY Fabricius did not hold back his criticism of the state of Denmark in his correspondence with the authorities. The same can be said about his publications and lectures. At the end of the preface to his textbook on economics, Fabricius asked his readers to consider favourably the candour ('Freyheit') in which he was used to write and teach. As he commented often on the local economic situation and policies, some might be offended. Fabricius deemed these blunt commentaries necessary and explained this with his pedagogical mantra: he wanted to educate 'useful, prudent men' for the state and the sciences he taught. 55 Non-partisan and true assessment of the local circumstances were required for such an endeavour. Candour, specialization, usefulness and local knowledge were intrinsically intertwined for him. 56 In general Fabricius argued strongly for a 'less speculative but more practical, more sensual' education. 57 This could only be achieved by using objects and specimens from nature itself. Employing his own experience from his Norwegian journey in 1779 and thus arguing within the contemporary epistemological framework, Fabricius used the example of the grammar school in Bergen. He was very impressed with this institution and especially praised its natural history cabinet. 58 As Kelly Whitmer has shown, natural history cabinets belonged to the mainstay of primary education reform in the eighteenth century. 59 For Fabricius, natural history cabinets and their use in schools far superseded the 'artificial calculus, calligraphy and reciting Horace and Virgil'. 60 However, he did not discard the humanities and arts as such and the distinction between the sciences and the humanities was, of course, a later development. 61 The problem was the mode of language training. The general Latin schools could not prepare pupils for university properly because languages were not taught critically. In addition, the small amount of history and geography instruction was not 'appropriate to the future calling' of the students. 62 Fabricius made this more explicit in his report on the state of education in Austria, published in 1785. In it he complained that schools there were not able to provide the children with 'a desire for the sciences nor useful knowledge itself'. 63 He seemed to have been implying that the age-old pedagogical differentiation between technē and epistemē was no longer appropriate. Heads and hands needed to be educated equally. 64 As shown above, Fabricius considered collections of natural history instrumental for teaching and constantly complained about the governmental neglect of this aspect at the university. His own scholarly practices concerning research and teaching were clearly at the forefront of developments that characterized late eighteenth-century developments in natural history. Natural history cabinets were essential to establishing taxonomies and became increasingly important for primary and secondary education. 65 Not only did Fabricius make extensive use of his and other European collections for his entomological studies, but he also employed his collections in his lectures. In his opinion, students would learn better by hands-on encounter with specimens and objects than by textual and visual instruction only. As Kiel lacked its own university collection, Fabricius relied solely on his own material. Because of his many travels, he had to pack it up or sell some of it; hence, in the last decade of his teaching at Kiel he had to rely on words alone and, much to his own remorse, 'the properly useful demonstrations ceased'. 66 Students, however, D. Hünniger remembered the lectures fondly but also implicitly criticized the lack of infrastructure. According to the memory of one student, Fabricius held his lectures in the attic. 67 In contrast to the similar means of teaching in primary and secondary education, Fabricius recommended that different kinds of knowledge had to be taught at schools: more general and less scholarly fields. According to him, the non-practical aspects -like calculus and writingthat were not directly related to the future work of pupils hindered the 'masses' ('den großen Haufen') in their appreciation of Enlightenment improvement projects. He of course mentioned the two main concerns of the agricultural Enlightenment-fertilization and ploughing technologies-as examples. 68 The general population could not appreciate improvements because they lacked knowledge on plant growth and nutrition, as well as mechanical knowledge. 69 Again, 'useful knowledge' was not only necessary in order to employ it for certain economic practices. Fabricius seemed to suggest that, even more fundamentally, farmers had rarely employed the new methods and techniques simply because they lacked the basic knowledge of why these were helpful in the first place. 70 In his oeconomics textbook, Fabricius summarized his take on the relationship between knowledge-economic and natural historical-and improvement. The kind of knowledge needed was clearly 'scientific' in his view:
A true farmer observes the nature, oeconomics, kinds and especially the variations of his cattle; at the same time he recognizes the local climate, soil and plants in order to improve his husbandry. Zoology [sic] -or the science of knowledge and nature of animals, is therefore necessary to the farmer. 71 Like many other contemporary economic Aufklärer, Fabricius might have missed an important aspect of the early modern Lebenswelt of the lower classes. As Werner Troßbach has shown, the clueless and obstinate peasant belonged to the most used tropes of the improvement literature. Smallholders in particular relied on traditional forms of farming practices, most prominently the highly sophisticated use of the commons. This also involved very specific, practical knowledge, which many of the Aufklärer could not or did not want to understand. 72 The truism that knowledge is always contextual and its usefulness dependent on the user is highly apparent in Enlightenment improvement discourse too. It is therefore not surprising that Fabricius hardly ever gets specific about the possible outcome of his reform suggestions. Progress in general and improvement for improvement's sake were the golden calf of many Aufklärer. Fabricius was no exception. He did point out the government's responsibilities for providing the necessary infrastructure and resources for change. In this respect, he goes beyond some of his colleagues, who were not as bold in their criticisms of the authorities, especially if they wanted to be employed by those governments to whom they addressed their improvement suggestions, as many projectors did. 73 Accordingly, Fabricius made explicit many issues that he had with the current school system, most prominently its lack of funding. In this case, he showed himself especially aware of the social consequences: teachers' salaries were low, hence only the least qualified took up these posts and were therefore least appreciated by society. This was a vicious circle, which needed to be broken.
Finally, Fabricius also identified a contemporary development in the media of knowledge distribution as contributing to the bad state of education. For him the main problem in university education was a 'shallow journal and dictionary knowledge'. 74 This kind of knowledge produced bold young scholars who started to publish reviews at the beginning of their careers when formerly this was reserved to advanced scholars at the end of their What is a useful university?
careers. Especially in his own field of natural history, Fabricius named names and reprimanded 'young Haller' and Blumenbach because they had attacked Linnaeus. The use of knowledge in this case was also socially marked but it had consequences for the internal developments of the sciences as such, according to Fabricius. Scientific authority-in Fabricius' case, his master Linnaeus-was not to be questioned.
Political authority, in contrast, was no holy grail for Fabricius. He was certainly very frank about what was rotten in the state of Denmark in his 1796 book. He was able to be so outspoken because the Danish-Norwegian conglomerate state was characterized by 'freedom of expression' from 1770 until 1799 and 'the limits of expression were exceptionally wide'. 75 Hence, Fabricius used his publications to describe the ideal function and purpose of universities. From the very beginning, 'usefulness' was the prime category under which all educational efforts had to be subsumed. The main purpose of universities was to teach young men the foundations of all sciences and knowledge and to educate them to become useful men in the state. 76 This statement echoes a similar one from his economics textbook published in 1783 and quoted above. There as well as in the later book on universities, Fabricius, like many other economic Aufklärer, had the 'happiness of future generations' ('Glück künftiger Generationen') in mind. 77 His bête noir was of course pedantry, especially when removed from everyday life. 78 The Wissenschaften needed to be general and theoretical, as well as practical for all strata of society. This is in stark contrast to the 'social functionalism' of the educational reformer or projector, Paul Jacob Marperger, whom Kelly Whitmer studies in her contribution to this issue. Fabricius also differed from Marperger because he criticized the establishment of special academies for naval, army and forestry matters. Moral issues were at stake here: these academies were removed from the real world and students lived only among themselves. According to Fabricius, this would make them more susceptible to seduction and fraud after graduation. 79 This is remarkable, because the recent historiography of Enlightenment educational reform has identified precisely these specialized schools as the harbinger of polytechnic education and the development of practical knowledge. In particular, the mining and forestry schools were, and are, considered game-changing. 80 Richard Hölzl has recently shown, however, that the specific knowledge formation within these schools in connection with governmental reform programmes had dire social and environmental consequences for the rural inhabitants affected by these changes, which of course also transformed the environment permanently. 81 Surely, this was not something that Fabricius realized. For him, as for many of his colleagues, unused landscapes were not only detrimental to economic development but also aesthetically problematic, as is apparent on many pages in his travel report on Norway. 82 Again, he failed to realize uses beyond arable farming. Even animal husbandry, so important for Denmark-Norway, was only ever presented as second rate compared to farming, which Fabricius considered the epitome of human landscape use.
Fabricius argued for subsuming all the specialist schools in comprehensive universities, which would combine the education of all strata of society. Furthermore, town and gown needed to be in harmony. He was very practical indeed when it came to student housing. He deemed special student accommodation very costly but, more importantly, harmful to civil development. Fabricius used Oxford and Copenhagen as negative examples of the separation between town and gown and argued that the students should live among the citizens. Living among themselves would only lead to vice, as had happened in the D. Hünniger monasteries. Living with the burghers would familiarize the students with the world and how to associate with other people. 83 On the same page, Fabricius also spoke about his pet hate: monasticism. He claimed that the experience of centuries had shown how little the development of the sciences owed to monks and the 'secluded and detached monastic system'. His disdain for monastic learning seemed to have been partly caused by his contempt for Catholicism in general, as can be seen in his two reports on the state of the sciences and education in Austria. He had visited Austria in the summer of 1784 to meet two entomologists who had been working at the recently abolished Theresianum, an academy for noblemen. Both Ignaz Schiffermüller and Michael Denis had been Jesuits until the dissolution of the order in 1773. 84 Fabricius stayed in Vienna and Linz for several weeks and published his reports in 1785. From the beginning, he made clear that he considered wrong religious leanings and practices the main obstacle to educational reform. In his essay on Vienna, Fabricius praised the recently deceased Maria Theresia for her reforms but believed that her 'all too great religious zeal' had caused much 'disorder'. 85 He mainly condemned the influence of the clergy, the number and wealth of monasteries, the strong censorship and 'all other harmful institutions of the monastic system (Mönchswesen)'. This claim is another example of his prejudiced view on institutions he did not approve of from the beginning. As recent research on Jesuit science and the catholic Enlightenment has shown, contrary to the protestant Enlightenment partisanship, the development of natural history in particular owed much to clerics. 86 Fabricius' social reformism did not stop at monastic institutions, however. For him, Europe had been chained for centuries by hierarchies, monastic life, nobility, ceremonies and so forth, and this reduced the greater part of humanity to slaves and machines. 87 Luckily, Fabricius assured his readers, times were changing in Austria with the Josephine reforms, as they were in Denmark. He argued that these were the times when the citizens did 'man up' to shatter their chains and regain the 'rights of man'. Fabricius was a strong supporter of the French Revolution and spent almost every summer after 1790 in Paris. He befriended the Roland family, Aubin-Louis Millin and many other Parisian naturalists and scholars. 88 Although he did not write explicitly about the developments in France, he certainly shared at least some opinions with Girondists like Roland. Together with his general stance against serfdom, these political leanings are palpable in his reform writings. Improvement-the keyword of Enlightenment reformist discourse-is certainly the main motivator behind his book on academies. Fabricius even claimed that nonviolent improvement could act as a tranquilizer (Beruhigungsmittel) for the rightfully discontented peasants and lower classes. 89 Social and moral issues also played a role in Fabricius' further assessment of how student numbers should be regulated and when young men should enter university. He claimed that not everyone was meant to be a student and that to admit too many could cause unemployment, in view of the limited numbers of civil service posts. 90 Fabricius reflected here on an important problem in late eighteenth-century central Europe: the rising unemployment among university graduates. 91 This concerned graduates of the faculty of philosophy especially but Fabricius also spoke of theologians, jurists and physicians, who were mostly becoming state employees of course.
In Fabricius' opinion, students went to university too young. The age of students was an issue because their moral immaturity was concerned. If they came to university at a very young age, they were much more susceptible to corruption. This was directly related to What is a useful university?
Fabricius' argument for freedom in the curriculum, because students had to be morally mature to appreciate that very freedom. This argument echoes a general concern about freedom/knowledge and its connection to race, class and gender in Enlightenment Europe. 92 The practical Enlightenment had to have a solution for this problem, and Fabricius offered one too. The chronological course of lectures was the means to improve the moral status of students and their useful education: freshmen should begin by attending lectures in natural history, mathematics and logic as these subjects instilled order and inspired reflection. Fabricius contented that 'order was the soul of all knowledge'. 93 This order was necessary for applying knowledge usefully: 'praxis is the purpose and the end of all sciences' and, as we have seen throughout, for Fabricius the end of all science was moral, social and economic improvement. 94 In order to achieve this improvement, structural changes were necessary. University education and the expectations around it had changed and scholasticism had given way to practicability, as Fabricius admitted. Structures at universities had not changed, however. Hence, Fabricius argued for a transformation of the whole fabric of academia. For him only the statutes of the guilds were 'even more ridiculous'. 95 Scholars in general had adhered to their ancient privileges. Instead of contributing to the greater happiness of the citizens, Gelehrte would keep 'old-fashioned opinions, pedantry and scholastic quarrel'. 96 Fabricius especially accused scholars of enjoying privileges that were similar to those held by the nobility while simultaneously attacking the latter for their privileged position. The privileges connected to university chairs in particular were 'not useful to us and hinder the state much'. 97 The same was true for academic ceremonials. As Fabricius had just taken the position of pro-rector at Kiel, he described the costume and procession with much disgust and ridicule. According to him, all strata of society enjoyed privileges but scholars in particular should be examples of 'moderation, altruism and true enlightenment'. 98 Although certainly no Kantian himself, Fabricius definitely adhered to the principle of self-improvement as the motor of change. Institutional change had to follow suit, however. Here, Fabricius compared Kiel and Copenhagen again. Although Copenhagen was better organized and could rely on much larger funds, through property, taxes and endowments, which the university itself controlled, old privileges still prevented useful spending in Copenhagen and produced 'hierarchical nonsense' too. 99 Many fields of practical knowledge had only recently been established and were therefore at a disadvantage in comparison to more established fields. Thus, in reality, Copenhagen did not compare favourably to Kiel despite the better funding.
Resources and finances alone could thus not guarantee improvement, as Fabricius explained in his essay on education in Austria. He assured his readers that Vienna University received approximately 50,000 Guilders per annum. Although he praised the funding, he still criticized the underdeveloped curriculum and the inefficiency of old privileges. When he visited Vienna in 1784, Joseph II planned to introduce student fees for lectures: 18 Guilders in the lower faculties and 30 in the higher. 100 According to Fabricius, these were to be used to set up stipends, but rumour had it that the emperor would supplant the state funds with the earnings from the fees. Fabricius was doubtful that this was the case, because fees alone would never amount to the annual sum provided by the state. 101 In general, Fabricius' argument rarely revolved around money alone but around a sharp analysis of the legal and social structures that could potentially hinder or encourage 'improvement'. For instance, he complained that university curators were noblemen with little or no academic experience. Often noble birth was confused with 'true knowledge D. Hünniger and merit'. 102 As Tony La Vopa has shown, meritocracy had been on the rise as a trope in the second half of the eighteenth century.
103 Accordingly, merit was an important category for Fabricius too, and traditional structures that hindered development needed to be abolished. One of the main structural elements of universities were, of course, faculties. Fabricius deemed them useless. He especially found the distinction between the higher faculties (theology, medicine and law) and the lower faculty ( philosophy) defective: 'there must be no differentiation or precedence among academics but for the zeal with which they present their sciences and the usefulness they bring for the university'. 104 All sense of rank and the precedence of the theological and law faculties were based on 'superstition and prejudice '. 105 Here, however, the argument became fiscal and it is quite likely that Fabricius criticized this particular aspect because his academic field belonged to the lower faculty, which also resulted in a lower prestige and salary. 106 His proposal for a practical solution on the difference in income turned the hierarchy of the faculties on its head (or rather back on its feet, in Fabricius' opinion). He suggested that medics, jurists or theologians be paid the least because they were able to gain income from extra-academic businesses. They could make a living by these activities (private practice, legal advice or a vicarage) but, in turn, this resulted in absence from the university. All chairs should be paid equally and only those with 'the most excellent and generally acknowledged merits' should be an exception. 107 Again, merit and public acknowledgement should provide the benchmark, not privileges and customs.
At the same time, however, Fabricius was very critical of the financial aspects of publishing. Earning a living by publishing was dangerous. If one would 'practise the sciences in the manner of a manufactory', one would be forgotten very fast. Truly scientific work that could last for generations could only be produced when the scholar had 'half a lifetime' to work on it. Such work could not be produced by 'poverty and hardship' and it would only produce further animosities between scholars. 108 As has already been mentioned, Fabricius argued for supporting all fields of learning and comprehensive universities. When he spoke about individual faculties, however, he made different assessments. The medical faculty, for instance, was much too costly for the small number of students. According to him, one medical faculty would be enough for the country and the one in Copenhagen was much better off anyway. Even so, he admitted that the kind of knowledge provided by the medical faculty was the most practical. Its professors were in most cases also physicians and were acquainted with the world (outside the university). They could base their lectures on their experiences. Professors of medicine did not stop at theoretical speculation but went with their students to the sick and showed them 'the usefulness of theory for practice'. 109 There was one problem, however: the amount of knowledge and experience necessary for the practical physician could not be learned in three to four years. Fabricius argued that because 'the life and health of fellow citizens' was at stake, a nine-year education would certainly not be too much.
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The other faculties did not fare much better in Fabricius' assessment. Theologians, who would mostly become country parsons, needed to be taught the theories of natural history, physics, economics and mathematics as they would eventually live among farmers. Fabricius used this occasion to point out again that practical instruction was difficult at Kiel because the university did not have a natural history cabinet and no economic nor botanic garden. He certainly did not let any opportunity pass to remind the authorities of their promises and the importance of the material for natural history education.
What is a useful university?
Interestingly, Fabricius argued that the clergy working in towns needed to be truly scholarly ('wirklich gelehrte Theologen') as they would live among an educated public.
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Of course, he realized the importance of enlightened Protestantism for the Enlightenment project. He even claimed that the rising number of protestant clergy in Austria was directly co-responsible for the rise in enlightenment in the Habsburg territories. 112 As Fabricius was a member of the philosophy faculty, his account of that lowest faculty took up most space. He described it as divided into theoretical and practical subjects. Logic, metaphysics, natural law, moral philosophy, history, pure mathematics and rhetoric belonged to the former. These were more auxiliary sciences and formed only the basis of practical knowledge. Languages also belonged to this group. These theoretical fields, however, could cause too much speculation and Kantian philosophy was especially dangerous, according to Fabricius. It could lead to enthusiasm (Schwärmerei), and active engagement with the world-so necessary for the citizen-would get lost, as 'doing is certainly more superior than thinking and accomplishment better than dreaming'. Fabricius' use of the term Schwärmerei is clearly informed by its connection to religious fervour and nonpractical speculation. 113 Consequently, Fabricius was mainly concerned with the practical disciplines at the philosophy faculty and he clearly preferred them. These included natural history, economy, physics, chemistry and applied mathematics. Not surprisingly, he was convinced that they were greatly neglected, in stark contrast to their usefulness. The only support most of these subjects received was in the form of botanical gardens and, Fabricius was keen to mention, even this was ignored at Kiel. Natural history collections, physical and mathematical instruments and economic gardens were neglected too. Hence most of these sciences could only be taught fragmentarily and very rarely in a practical fashion. This stood in stark contrast to their importance and usefulness, as they could improve agriculture, beer breweries, manufactories, mining, fishing and almost any special businesses. 114 As was typical for the German Enlightenment in general, Fabricius remained a moderate improver in his suggestions for change. He assumed that the faculties would not be abolished altogether, so he suggested establishing a fifth faculty for economics, where all practical sciences should be taught. 115 Fabricius closed his essay with some 'fatherly' words to his students: 'Use every day to your instruction and let the ancient: nulla dies sine linea be your constant guide.'
116 He suggested moderation in body and spirit, as well as studying nature constantly and avoiding enthusiasm. Taken together, these would prepare every student to become a useful citizen and continue the useful work: 'When you receive the posts and honorary position of the state as the purpose and reward of your industry, show that you were worthy of academic education by your virtuousness, knowledge, zeal in the service of the fatherland.' 117 
CONCLUSION
On 25 October 1967, the rector of Kiel University in northern Germany, Wolf Herre, held the annual lecture for incoming students. At the time, the German student movement, now known as the 68er, was beginning to form. The historical inspiration for Kiel's rector in 1967 was his eighteenth-century predecessor (in disciplinary as well as administrative terms), Johann Christian Fabricius, and Fabricius' essay on university reform. 118 The one recurring keyword in Herre's lecture is 'freedom'. He reminded the students that they had now left the 'strict D. Hünniger order of the parents' home, school or armed forces' and found themselves in an institution of freedom and diversity. He referred to current discussions in the newspapers on the necessity of university reforms but claimed that universities had always been 'filled with unrest . . . [and are] characterized by upheaval'. Interestingly, he attributed this to the nature of research, which in turn would always lead to societal change: research, he claimed, needed a 'bold and invigorating frame of mind which may be uncomfortable to others'. Thus research was directly related to daily life, which provided questions and tasks for universities to answer. Herre himself found some of those questions answered in Fabricius' essay, and the rest of his welcome address is a verbatim rendition of his predecessor's publication. Herre was certain that it would highlight the current situation because Fabricius' essay seemed to him very contemporary, almost like 'a modern memorandum of the Wissenschaftsrat [German Council of Science and Humanities]'. 119 Not unlike today, the media of the time discussed the state, purposes and politics of universities and their personnel widely and controversially. Governments invested much time (and to a lesser degree) money in reforming an institution that had undergone many transformations and whose more or less autonomous status in the Humboldtian tradition of freedom of teaching and research had been an object of contention ever since its inception. In 1967/1968 the status and politics of the professors also received much scrutiny from within and without the university. Now, 50 years later, these discussions are still alive and well, but the increasing commercialization of academic learning and the ubiquitous notion of 'impact' are adding new layers to the public perception of universities (as well as their own self-perception).
Universities in 1796, 1967 and certainly in 2018, too, seem to be institutions that are at the same time remarkably consistent and ever-changing. Society's expectations of them and their role in (re)forming society and politics cannot be underestimated. 'Usefulness' is certainly an important keyword here and what is considered useful has always, of course, been morally charged by all actors involved. Historicizing current debates is indispensable in order to pose beneficial questions for today. When debating the usefulness of universities, the question in my title should perhaps be phrased differently: for whom do we want universities to be useful? The answer to that question will reveal not only the political standpoint of the interlocutor but also their general worldview. Kant 
